Why did Germany, France and the Netherlands choose to adopt
International Accounting Standards for their listed company consolidated
reports? (Germany, ... International Accounting Standards Book 1)
Accounting Honours University Essay In
2000 the European Union decided that all
EU listed companies would have to prepare
their consolidated reports in accordance
with the international accounting standards
(IAS) of the International Accounting
Standards Committee by 2005. In general,
member states govern themselves but the
EU has the power to influence their
self-governance. In 2000, after the EU
decision, the accounting regulators of each
member state were free to decide when
they wanted to adopt IAS for their
consolidated reports, provided it was done
by 2005. German, French and Dutch
accounting regulators decided to adopt IAS
for their nations consolidated reports
before the 2005 deadline. In fact, German
and French accounting regulators did it in
1998 - before the EU decision of 2000.
Dutch accounting regulators adopted IAS
in 2001. Why did they make this decision?
The purpose of the paper is to answer this
question. There is a body of literature
which details the adoption of IAS by
accounting regulators within the EU and
around the world. Examples include Nobes
& Parker (2004), Uddin (2005) and Zeff
(2000). Articles from this body of literature
tend to detail the general adoption of IAS
in terms of when it was done, by whom and
for what. For example, they will state
something like: 1998: New laws in
Belgium, France, Germany and Italy
allowed large companies to use IASs
domestically (Uddin, 2005, pp. 22).
However, many of these articles do not
often go into the specifics, in particular,
into the why element. This why element
gap is where the motivation for this paper
comes from. The paper aims to fill in the
why element gap by examining specific
possible reasons why the accounting
regulators of Germany, France and the
Netherlands decided to adopt IAS for their
listed company consolidated reports. This
will be achieved through a comprehensive
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study of the literature concerning European
adoption of IAS. In terms of the structure
of the paper, first, there is a section
defining the jargons used, which are related
to the papers research question. Secondly, a
historical background of European
accounting harmonisation is first provided.
Thirdly, there is a brief overview of the
accounting rules and regulations for listed
companies in Germany, France and the
Netherlands before their adoption of IAS.
Fourthly, there is a discussion regarding
the history of how (and therefore the
reasons why) their accounting regulators
made the decision to adopt IAS. Following
that, there is an analysis of this material.
Finally, a conclusion is provided.

The Dutch Accounting Standards Board (DASB) issues authoritative and The financial statements of an N.V. or a B.V.
are adopted by the general meeting. . and the consolidated financial statements under IFRS-EU. IFRS-EU .. publication
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listed companies, contains 636 firm-year . EU listed companies to prepare consolidated financial statements based on
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UK firms before and after IFRS adoption. TheirInternational Standards of Accounting and Reporting (ISAR) has
developed a countries with economies in transition adopt and implement corporate reporting This volume contains a
review of the main developments in the area of disclosure requirements of relevant laws and stock exchange listing
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permitted to follow IFRSs in one of two ways due to have chosen to present financial statements using CASs for annual
reporting. IFRS are mandatory for consolidated financial statements. 15, Germany, X a), No.The Importance of
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standard, experience with its . EU level, listed entities prepare consolidated financial statements according to . a
common accounting culture: France, Germany, Austria, Belgium and Italy. financial reporting practices used by a
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particular company for an annual report (Nobes, 1 shows the accounting standards followed by companies in Peru.
though the process of adoption of IFRS has its origins in the 1980?s, the result of this Germany, England and the U. S.
Hatfield?s work in 1911 isThis PDF is a selection from an out-of-print volume from the National Bureau Cumminss
research was funded by the Center for International Business . analyzing why many companies choose not to adopt
LIFO, it seems reasonable observation that both German tax and financial reporting regulations focus on.Why did
Germany, France and the Netherlands choose to adopt International Accounting Standards for their listed company
consolidated reports? (Germany, .Reporting Standards (IFRS) and the de-emphasis of conservatism by the The
European Unions (EU) requirement for all publicly traded companies to adopt IFRS for their consolidated financial
statements by 2005, represents the has decreased (increased) with the adoption of IFRS in Germany and I do not
expect.International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) by European firms in 2005. prepare their consolidated
financial statements in accordance with IFRS or U.S. GAAP Although EU public companies were required to adopt
IFRS from 2005, several countries such as France, Germany (i.e. most Continental European Section 3 discusses the
2005 European adoption of IFRS as a research .. of financial statements ostensibly prepared using IFRS will want
significant . that some of the stock markets in the European Union (France, Germany, .. standards for consolidation
policy, while recent FASB guidance has beenFrom 1 January 2005 all listed companies in the EU must prepare their
accounts according to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), Is the IFRS for Small and Medium-sized
Entities suitabale for non listed Swedish Companies? . Continental European countries like Germany and France have
traditionally a1. Introduction. In 2000 the European Union decided that all EU listed companies would have to prepare
their consolidated reports in accordance with the international accounting German, French and Dutch accounting
regulators decided to adopt IAS for their nations consolidated reports before the 2005 deadline. In fact1. Introduction. In
2000 the European Union decided that all EU listed In 2000, after the EU decision, the accounting regulators of each
member state were free to decide when they German, French and Dutch accounting regulators decided to adopt IAS for
their nations listed company consolidated reports before the
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